Crestron DigitalMedia™
The send any content anywhere solution
One platform answers every communication need
DM® product family

DM Lite® & DMPS Lite™ | DMPS | DM Matrix | DM NVX™

Presentation. Content sharing. Digital signage. Corporate messaging. Video walls. Active and distance learning. eSports. And more. All made possible by the widest range of connectivity options to distribute AV and control signals. From conference rooms, huddle spaces, and classrooms, to boardrooms, public spaces, and command centers. Entire buildings to sprawling campuses. DM has you covered.

Only DM offers you all of these benefits:

Flexible
Supports standalone systems and hybrid solutions that seamlessly mix AV-over-IP, 4K60 HDBaseT®, 4K60 fiber, and H.264 streaming AV.

Scalable
Virtually unlimited, from a simple point-to-point setup, to thousands of endpoints.

Reliable
Designed, built, and guaranteed to work flawlessly as a complete system.

Secure
Leverages the most robust enterprise-grade network security standards.

Managed
Remotely configure, deploy, and manage large-scale AV-over-IP networks.

Design once, deploy many
Web-based configuration with .AV Framework™ software makes it easy to deliver a simple, consistent user experience in every room, with no programming (DM Lite, DMPS Lite, and DMPS systems). Or program as needed to suit larger installations. Deploy, manage, monitor, and evolve at scale via the IoT-based Crestron XiO Cloud™ platform.
DM Lite & DMPS Lite

Plug-and-play DM Lite and DMPS Lite AV solutions cover all the bases in smaller spaces. Cost-effective. Flexible. No programming needed.

DM Lite: Source-to-display

- Mix-and-match transmitters and receivers to support the signal extension you need:
  - Audio, Video, Control
- Switching and transport of 4K signals

DMPS Lite: Multisource-to-display

- High value all-in-one solution for classrooms, huddle rooms, and small collaboration rooms
- Standalone web configuration with auto-routing and display control
- 4K video scaler and audio amplification (410 and 510)
- Upgrade and monitor via Crestron XiO Cloud service

DMPS

All-in-one audio, video, and control presentation systems for meeting rooms and classrooms.

- Built-in wired and wireless presentation
- Built-in audio DSP with audio switching and mixing
- Ethernet connectivity for integration with IP-controllable devices
- 4K scaler, auto-switching, auto-display on/off
- Enterprise-grade 3-Series® control system
- 4K/60 multimedia switcher – supports latest video formats
- No programming required
- Upgrade and monitor via Crestron XiO Cloud service

+ HDMI Accessories. Everything you need to integrate 4K HDMI® sources with a DM system.
Cables · HDMI Switchers · Distribution Amplifiers · Extenders · Scalers
DM Matrix
Modular, expandable audio and video switching solution that can be configured to meet your specific needs. You configure the switcher to meet your requirements — not the other way around.

- Advanced 4K ultra high-definition AV signal routing
- Supports any combination of analog and digital sources, including 4K60 4:4:4 HDR
- Integrates copper, fiber, and streaming on a single chassis
- Scalable to any size installation (8x8, 16x16, 32x32, 64x64, 128x128)
- Upgrade and monitor via Crestron XiO Cloud service

DM NVX
1Gb AV-over-IP solution that delivers image quality as good as the source. Complete, secure, scalable, and managed, DM NVX transmits video, audio, USB, and device control, wherever needed, on the network.

- Infinitely scalable and flexible
- Works with whatever network you have, whatever content
- Supports latest video and audio formats
- Enterprise-grade security
- Ecosystem of products works as one
- Deploy, upgrade, and monitor via Crestron XiO Cloud service.

Bridge HDBaseT with AV-over-IP
The only certified HDBaseT® to AV-over-IP encoder, the DM-NVX-E760 is an ideal solution for hybrid applications and a smooth migration path for existing HDBaseT or DM systems. Native integration with the entire DM product family provides the largest selection of endpoints.
4.35m+ DigitalMedia units shipped

60,000 trained technicians

90·30 offices, countries
(5 Global Warehouses)

365/24/7 service and support
Crestron gives us the ability to control all of the audio and video distributed throughout our facility from a centralized location.”

– Matt Skeen, Director of Information Technology, Fishtech Group

DM NVX is the only U.S. government certified AV-over-IP solution that provides a safe and secure platform.”

– Dr. Aaron Ali, CEO and Co-Founder, MedtoMarket

We wanted a solution that our students and staff could depend on. DM is that solution.”

– Mark Henry, Education Technology Architect, Texas A&M

Learn more at crestron.com/DM